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SERVICE TEST DISCOUNT MOBILE PROVIDERS IN THE TEST

Where can you save on mobile communications without 
 losing too much money? connect and umlaut provide the 
answers with our big test of discount mobile providers.

Telekom 
A lot of green, but gaps as well: The Telekom network 
is ahead in the direct comparison, but here too red 
spots indicate a lack of 4G/5G coverage. Bright areas 
are not necessarily gaps in coverage – here, no reliable 
samples are available for the analysis.

Vodafone 
More red spots: Although discounter customers now 
also have access to 4G/LTE in the Vodafone network, 
the proportion of MVNO users without contact to 4G/5G 
is somewhat higher in the Duesseldorf network than at 
Telekom. However, this is probably also due to old rates.

Telefónica 
Telefónica/O2 is making significant progress in its 
 network modernisation and opened up 4G/LTE to 
 customers of its discount partners and brands early 
on. But many red spots show an increased proportion 
of users who have no contact with 4G or 5G.
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articularly in times of rising prices, 
many smartphone users are won
dering whether they could save 
money on their mobile phone 

 contracts. Discount providers, also known 
as MVNOs (Mobile Virtual Network 
 Operators), come in handy. They do not 
operate their own mobile networks, but 
buy capacities from Telekom, Vodafone 
and Telefónica/O2 and sell them at their 
own conditions. 

Until recently, their customers had to  
do  without 5G, but now, the latest genera
tion of mobile communications is also 
available in some discounter rates. How
ever, in contrast to the more expensive 
 proprietary offers of the network opera

tors, speed limits apply, which are also 
 quite low for many providers. This makes 
the question of what services customers 
can expect from such discount offers all 
the  more interesting.

Once again, we are looking for the 
answers with our longstanding partner 
umlaut, part of Accenture. In doing so, we 
have further developed our methodology: 
This time, the availability of HD telephony, 
among other things, is included in the as
sessment. This is why the results are not 1:1 
comparable with those of the previous year 
– however, significant jumps in points do 
indicate performance increases. As is usual 
in all our network tests, the tariff costs are 
not part of the evaluation. Hannes Rügheimer

GIGABYTES AT  
A BARGAIN RATE

TCHIBO

LIDL CONNECT

CONGSTAR

FONIC

A1 YILDIZ

ALDI TALK

BLAU

DRILLISCH

KLARMOBIL

LEBARA

LYCAMOBILE

OTELO

ORTELMOBILE

NETTOKOM

NETZCLUB

1&1

MOBILCOM 
DEBITEL

1&1

Aldi Talk

The share of samples with 4G/5G reception is different for each MVNO. Among  
other factors, it also depends on the footprint of the mobile networks used.

In addition to the Drillisch brands that belong to the family, the Montabaur-based communications group also mar-
kets wireless services offerings under the 1&1 brand – for new customers, exclusively in the Telefónica network.

In this year‘s comparison, the grocery discounter‘s mobile offering implemented in the 
Telefónica network achieved a convincing overall victory. 

 By the end of the year, the Montabaur-
based United Internet subsidiary plans  
to launch its own 5G network. But even 
then, further cooperation with Telefónica  
is planned. By contrast, 1&1 has stopped 
marketing rates for the Vodafone network 
already in spring 2021 – but existing 
 customers can continue to use the 
 Duesseldorf-based network, which is   
why this constellation is still represented  

in our crowdsourcing data. Where the  
O2 network has already been upgraded  
to 5G, 1&1 also offers access to it, starting 
with the Allnet Flat L rate. The data rates  
of up to 225 Mbps offered via 5G and 4G 
are quite fast.

In the umlaut analysis, users registered 
in the Vodafone network are ahead by a 
small margin. They owe this in particular  
to higher fulfillment rates for latencies in 

the gaming class and for data rates in  
the UHD class. However, 1&1 also achie-
ves very good results in the Telefónica  
network overall.

 The grocery discounter‘s mobile savings 
offers available at both Aldi Nord and Aldi 
Sued have millions of customers. This is 
probably due in no small part to the pre-
paid rates, which can be canceled daily, 
and the telephony and SMS flat rates that 
are included in any case. The annual pa-
ckages are also extremely customer-
friendly, as subscribers can use up the data 
volume as they wish over the course of the 

year. The offers are always based on the 
Telefónica network and support LTE with 
data rates of up to 25 Mbps.

In the analyses conducted by umlaut, the 
offer gains the overall victory with its high 
proportion of voice calls in HD quality. 
However, Aldi Talk also belongs to the top 
group in this comparison in terms of broad-
band coverage and download data rates. 
Only in terms of latencies are the results  

of the grocery discounter more located in 
the very good midfield. However, the over-
all mix is convincing, and those who can  
do without 5G and the highest LTE data 
rates in the mobile discounter world will  
be right at home with Aldi Talk.

 verdict:  very good (906 points)
In the Telefónica network

 verdict:  very good (913 points)
In the Vodafone network

Broadband Coverage

 verdict:  very good (923 points)
In the Telefónica network

Once again, our test  
proves a very high level  
of performance in the 
 discount mobile offers. 
This means that customers 
have many low-priced   
and qualitatively recom-
mendable alternatives  
to choose from.“
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Hakan Ekmen, CEO Telecommunica - 
tion at umlaut, part of Accenture
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SERVICE TEST DISCOUNT MOBILE PROVIDERS IN THE TEST

Congstar Lebara

Ay Yildiz Fonic

Drillisch Lidl Connect

Blau Klarmobil

Deutsche Telekom‘s discount brand is considered a premium offering in the MVNO 
segment. Customers can expect top performance in all assessed categories.

The British company, which specializes in “ethno“ mobile communications, is switching from the 
Telekom to the Telefónica network. The current offering shows weaknesses in HD telephony.

The offer, which is primarily aimed at the German-Turkish community, scores in the very 
good midfield and thus offers comparable performance to other Telefónica brands.

Like comparable discount offers that use the Telefónica network, Telefónica‘s own brand, 
which focuses on prepaid offers, lands in the very good midfield.

The 1&1 subsidiary is behind several well-known mobile discount brands. Its overall score 
lands in the midfield and thus on a par with other MVNOs In the Telefónica network.

The other major German discount grocer uses the Vodafone network for its 
mobile communications offering, which puts it in the very good midfield.

Via its own discount brand, Telefónica delivers services comparable to other offers that  
use the Telefónica mobile network. Thus, Blau ranks in the good midfield.

The discount brand from Mobilcom-Debitel or Freenet gives customers the choice bet-
ween the Telekom and Vodafone networks. Both come out well ahead in our ranking.

 Telekom also has its own discount 
brand, Congstar – and serves around five 
million customers with it. Innovative rate 
 offers such as “Prepaid-as-I-want“ or the 
“Fair Flat“ contribute to the discounter‘s 
good image, as does the high perfor-
mance of the Telekom mobile network 
used for transport.

The “Fair Flat“ means that customers 
who do not use up the booked data 

 volume within a month are automatically 
billed for the cheaper rate level reached. In 
the prepaid segment, however, some rates 
come  without an SMS flat rate, and Cong-
star customers still have to wait for 5G.  
LTE downloads are limited to 25 Mbps,  
but the limit can be doubled with the  
“LTE 50 option“.

In the analyses performed by umlaut, 
Congstar perfprms in a neck-and-neck 

race with Klarmobil‘s offer, which is also 
based on the Telekom network. Although 
the latter achieves a one-point lead, 
 Congstar ranks also in the top group in this 
comparison in all the individual categories 
assessed as well as in the overall result.

 With its prepaid offers, the globally active 
British group primarily targets customers 
who want to stay in touch across national 
borders. This is also reflected in the tariff 
details – such as inclusive minute quotas 
for calls to over 50 countries. However,  
this focus means that the data packages 
included in the rates are somewhat smaller 
than those offered by other mobile dis-
counters. The provider previously used the 

Telekom mobile network, but is now swit-
ching to Telefónica and supplying all cus-
tomers with new SIM cards for this purpose. 

However, the crowdsourcing analysis of 
umlaut is still largely based on connections 
in the Telekom network. Lebara thus 
achieved high scores in the categories of 
broadband coverage, data rates and also 
latencies. However, only just over five per-
cent of the observed voice connections 

were made via HD telephony. But this may 
be due to the high proportion of internatio-
nal calls. This means that Lebara still 
achieves the grade “very good“, but ranks 
relatively far behind in the overall com-
parison.

 The Telefónica brand, which has been 
on offer since 2005, is aimed at a target 
group that frequently makes calls to family 
members or friends living in Turkey or 
 travels frequently to the country on the 
Bosporus itself. To support this, it offers 
tailored prepaid and postpaid rates.  
Both the information on the website and  
in the brochures and the staff on the  
Ay Yildiz customer hotline are bilingual. 

While the prepaid rates allow data rates  
of up to 25 Mbps, the postpaid rates are 
limited to 21.6 Mbps.

In the umlaut analysis, the broadband 
coverage as well as the observed latencies 
range at the top level of the mobile offers 
 provided via the Telefónica network. The 
shares of connections with higher down-
load data rates are slightly smaller than 
comparable offers. This is especially  

true in the speed classes „HD video“ (min. 
5 Mbps) and „UHD video“ (min. 20 Mbps). 
The share of calls in HD voice quality is 
quite high. All in all, Ay Yildiz also earns the 
grade „very good“ in our test.

 The formerly independent discount 
 mobile brand Fonic has been part of 
Telefónica‘s in-house product range since 
2016 and focuses on prepaid offers. The 
monthly cancelable tariffs cost different 
monthly flat rates depending on the inclu-
ded data volume, which are debited from 
the previously paid-in credit every 28 days. 
Flat rates for domestic calls and SMS flat 
rates are also included.

As is usual for most prepaid offers in the 
Telefónica network, the maximum data  rate 
that can be used via 4G/LTE is 25 Mbps.

With these basic conditions, the crowd-
sourcing analyses performed by umlaut 
also assign Fonic a place in the very good 
midfield of our test field. Very good broad-
band coverage and data rates as well as 
short latencies and a high proportion of 
phone calls in HD voice quality lead to an 

overall result in the immediate vicinity of 
the Drillisch brands, 1&1 In the Telefónica 
network and Nettokom. Those who opt for 
an offer from Fonic get the very good 
 performance that the Telefónica network 
proves in this comparison. 

  With brands such as BILDconnect, 
DeutschlandSIM, maXXim, PremiumSIM, 
SIM.de, Simply, Smartmobil, WinSim and 
Yourfone, the 1&1 and United Internet 
 subsidiary Drillisch stands behind a large 
 number of well-known discount offers.  
The brand group‘s diverse portfolio of 
 rates is aimed at particularly price-sen-
sitive customers. As with the group‘s  
sister company 1&1, the offers of the  

Drillisch brands use the Telefónica mobile 
network. The speed limit for LTE connec-
tions in most of the available rates is a ge-
nerous 50 Mbps. If the data volume is not 
sufficient during the billing period, it can 
often be increased via a “data automatic“.

In its crowdsourcing analyses, umlaut 
combines the many individual brands 
 under its provider Drillisch. Broadband 
 coverage and data rates are on the same 

level as other discount offers in the Tele-
fónica network. In terms of latencies  
and share of calls with HD voice quality, 
Drillisch ranks in the midfield, which then 
also determines its overall positioning in 
this comparison.

 Not only in the food sector, but also in 
mobile communications, the Neckarsulm-
based discounter group is one of Aldi‘s 
most persistent competitors. But while the 
latter relies on Telefónica, Lidl traditionally 
cooperates with Vodafone. The rates are 
designed according to the prepaid prin-
ciple; every 28 days, the flat rates due are 
deducted from the user‘s credit. The  
maximum usable data rate for LTE 

 connections is also 25 Mbps, which is 
 typical for prepaid offers in the Vodafone 
network.

The crowdsourcing analyses conducted 
by umlaut confirm Lidl Connect‘s good 
broadband coverage. Also, the shares of 
the recorded samples in the various down-
load speed categories and especially in 
the demanding “Gaming“ latency class 
(maximum 50 ms) are above average. 

However, there is slight potential for 
 improvement in the share of calls made  
via VoLTE. Overall, Lidl Connect‘s con-
vincing performance puts it in the very 
good midfield. 

 In 2015, following the merger of E-Plus 
and O2, the former E-Plus offers Base and 
Simyo were also merged into Telefónica‘s 
in-house discount brand. 

Today, all Blau customers can also use 
4G/LTE. For this purpose, the Telefónica 
brand offers clearly structured data quotas 
in its prepaid offers. The maximum data 
rate for prepaid customers is 25 Mbps, 
while postpaid rates are limited to  

21.6 Mbps. On the other hand, the latter 
also offer one-month terms if desired. 
Voice and SMS flat rates are always 
 included.

In umlaut‘s analysis, Blau also achieves 
convincing results for broadband coverage 
and for the shares of samples in the diffe-
rent speed classes. Latencies and the 
 proportion of calls in HD voice quality are 
in the good midfield – and this also applies 

to the overall rating, which places Blau in 
the immediate vicinity of the offerings from 
Tchibo, Mobilcom-Debitel (Freenet), and 
the Drillisch brands. which are also imple-
mented via the Telefónica network.

 Since the Mobilcom Debitel brand 
 Freenet does not see itself as a mobile 
 discounter, the company has a designated 
discount brand in the form of Klarmobil. 
The wide range of rates offers a choice of 
Telekom or Vodafone networks. In many 
Klarmobil rates, customers can select the 
mobile network that is stronger for them, 
depending on their place of residence or 
frequent locations. The maximum 4G/LTE 

data rates are typically around 25 Mbps, 
but can be increased to 50 or even  
100 Mbps for an additional charge.  
Higher-quality tariffs even grant access to 
the 5G network with up to 150 Mbps.

In both networks, umlaut‘s analyses 
lead to placements in the top ranks of our 
comparison, but overall, the offers based 
on the Telekom network are a bit further 
ahead. However, Klarmobil customers 

should base their choice of mobile net-
work on the local reception.

 verdict:  very good (907 points)
In the Telefónica network

 verdict:  very good (910 points)
In the Vodafone network

 verdict:  very good (903 points)
In the Telefónica network

 verdict:  very good (907 points)
In the Telefónica network

 verdict:  very good (908 points)
In the Telefónica network

 verdict:  very good (919 points)
In the Telekom network

 verdict:  very good (872 points)
In the Telekom network (in the future Telefónica)

 verdict:  very good (916 points)
In the Vodafone network

 verdict:  very good (920 points)
In the Telekom network
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Nettokom

Lycamobile

Netzclub

Mobilcom-Debitel

The brand discounter Netto also has its own mobile communications offering. Overall, 
it ranks in the midfield, close to comparable offerings in the Telefónica network.

Despite insolvency, the business of the MVNO specializing in cross-border 
 telephony continues. The analysis shows weaknesses in latencies and HD calls.

The special feature of this Telefónica-owned discount offer: It is partly financed by  
advertising. The services provided in return can compete very well.

The major player, which now operates under the brand name Freenet, 
offers rates in all three German mobile communications networks.

 Aldi and Lidl are joined by Netto, a 
“brand discounter“ according to its own 
description. This applies not only to groce-
ries, but also to mobile communications. 
Nettokom‘s prepaid rates are comparable 
with those of its competitors: The flat rate 
due for the booked data package is debi-
ted from the prepaid credit every 28 days, 
voice and SMS flat rates are standard. The 
annual package, which allows flexible use 

of the data quota on 365 days, is also  
interesting. The maximum LTE data rate  
is 25 Mbps, which is typical for prepaid 
 offers, but access to the 5G network is  
not yet offered. 
The crowdsourcing analyses conducted 
by umlaut certify that the offer implemen-
ted in the Telefónica network has very  
good results in all evaluation categories. 
However, they consistently keep a little 

 distance from the respective top results 
per category. With this overall balanced 
performance, Nettokom customers fare 
very well – and the provider achieves a 
ranking position in the very good midfield 
in our comparison.

 Despite the insolvency of the German 
subsidiary of the British service provider  
at the end of 2021, Lycamobile‘s offerings 
will continue to be available without re-
striction and can also be booked by new 
customers. Similar to Lebara, Lycamobile 
addresses customers who primarily want 
to keep in touch with family and friends 
 abroad – around 15 million customers 
 make use of this internationally. In addition 

to prepaid data volumes and minute 
 packages for calls to around 50 countries, 
most rates include a flat rate for domestic 
calls. The LTE speed limit is quite high at 
50 Mbps. However, data traffic is not 
throttled as usual elsewhere once the 
booked quota is exhausted, but is actually 
blocked completely.

umlaut‘s analyses show that the offer is 
absolutely competitive in the categories 

broadband coverage and download data 
rates. Small weaknesses can be seen in 
the latencies. Nevertheless, Lycamobile 
comes in last place in our comparison 
 because only a good three percent of the 
observed calls were made via VoLTE.

  This own brand of Telefónica comes up 
with a real special feature: ad-financed ta-
riffs. Those who are willing to receive up to 
30 messages a month about promotions 
and news from affiliated partner compa-
nies by text message or e-mail, receive 
free additional data volume every four 
weeks in return. The advertising partners 
are well-known brands such as Coca-Cola 
or McDonald‘s. With “netzclub local,“ 

users also disclose their location and 
 receive local offers in return, such as 
 reduced admission to movie theaters  
or museums. The maximum LTE data rate 
is 25 Mbps, and depending on the rate 
plan, there are also free units or flat rates 
for voice and SMS. 
In the umlaut analyses, this discount provi-
der also scores quite far ahead in the over-
all environment. The performance data 

 determined via crowdsourcing is largely  
on a par with the other offers in the  
Telefónica network, and the share of calls 
in HD voice quality is even in the upper 
range. We only see minor weaknesses in 
the gaming latencies.

  In mid-2022, the traditional brand name 
Mobilcom-Debitel had to give way for the 
more modern “Freenet“. Since the majority 
of the samples we assembled for this pro-
vider were collected beforehand, it still 
competes under its old name here. In any 
case, this major player offers SIM cards in 
all three German mobile networks – co-
vering not only its own offers but also the 
original rates of the network operators, in-

cluding 5G in the higher-value rates. How-
ever, this results in quite different maximum  
data rates depending on the tariff – it is 
worth taking a close look at the fine print.  
The umlaut analyses confirm for the Freenet 
offers what can also be observed in the 
entire test field: The underlying three mobile 
networks are moving closer together, but 
Telekom is ahead in a direct comparison 
– followed by Vodafone and Telefónica at a 

slight distance in each case. However, 
users should look at the local reception.

 verdict:  very good (914 points)
In the Telefónica network

 verdict:  good (753 points)
In the Vodafone network

 verdict:  very good (908 points)
In the Telefónica network

 verdict:  very good (914 points)
In the Vodafone network

 verdict:  very good (920 points)
In the Telekom network

 verdict:  very good (906 points)
In the Telefónica network



Provider Aldi Talk Mobilcom-
Debitel Klarmobil Congstar Klarmobil Netzclub Mobilcom-

Debitel 1&1 Otelo Lidl  
Connect Tchibo Blau Mobilcom-

Debitel Drillisch Fonic 1&1 Nettokom Ay Yildiz Ortel 
 Mobile Lebara Lycamobile

Used Mobile Network Telefónica Telekom Telekom Telekom Vodafone Telefónica Vodafone Vodafone Vodafone Vodafone Telefónica Telefónica Telefónica Telefónica Telefónica Telefónica Telefónica Telefónica Telefónica Telekom Vodafone
Messwerte                      
Coverage Quality % 97.5 98.2 98.2 98.2 97.6 97.5 97.6 97.6 97.6 97.6 97.5 97.5 97.5 97.5 97.5 97.5 97.5 97.5 97.5 98.2 97.6
Coverage Reach % 94.9 94.4 94.4 94.4 94.0 94.9 94.0 94.0 94.0 94.0 94.9 94.9 94.9 94.9 94.9 94.9 94.9 94.9 94.9 94.4 94.0
Time on Broadband  % 97.4 98.8 98.3 98.5 97.9 97.1 97.7 97.3 97.7 97.2 96.9 97.7 97.9 97.6 96.4 97.5 96.9 97.8 97.4 96.1 95.9
Download Data Rates Basic Internet Class (min. 2 Mbps) % 95.5 94.5 96.2 96.0 95.8 94.8 95.5 96.2 95.7 95.4 96.3 95.5 95.0 95.3 96.6 95.6 95.1 91.5 90.8 90.8 86.3
Download Data Rates HD Video Class (min. 5 Mbps) % 84.8 85.8 86.9 86.6 86.4 84.7 86.7 86.5 86.3 86.2 86.2 85.7 84.1 84.8 87.1 86.7 83.9 81.6 77.8 80.4 74.1
Download Data Rates UHD Video Class (min. 20 Mbps) % 36.9 39.7 43.9 42.9 41.9 35.6 39.7 44.2 39.4 42.3 42.6 39.3 35.0 36.8 39.6 37.7 36.4 29.5 25.4 24.9 27.8
Latencies (Roundtrip) Gaming Classe (max. 50 ms) % 80.4 86.2 85.3 84.8 85.1 80.5 86.0 84.8 86.1 84.4 79.2 79.4 79.9 79.1 78.9 78.4 82.1 81.5 77.2 90.9 25.3
Latencies (Roundtrip) OTT Voice Services Class (max. 100 ms) % 95.1 97.3 96.6 96.5 96.8 95.6 96.8 96.4 96.6 96.6 95.9 95.4 95.6 95.2 94.9 95.3 95.9 95.6 93.7 97.2 90.1
Voice calls in HD quality % 93.9 74.9 73.1 73.4 74.2 87.3 73.2 72.8 70.7 73.5 77.4 78.1 78.2 79.6 79.3 78.1 76.3 84.7 83.3 5.5 3.1
Points
Broadband Coverage (max. 450 P.) 430 437 435 436 432 429 431 429 431 429 428 431 432 431 427 430 428 431 430 426 424
Download Data Rates (max. 300 P.) 277 274 280 279 278 274 277 280 278 277 280 277 275 276 281 278 275 262 258 259 242
Latencies (max 200 P.) 172 184 182 181 182 174 183 181 182 181 173 172 173 171 170 170 177 175 164 186 87
Voice (max 50 P.) 44 25 23 23 24 37 23 23 21 23 28 28 28 29 29 28 26 35 33 1 0

 VERDICT  
 max. 1000 P.
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very good

920 
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very good
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SERVICE TEST DISCOUNT MOBILE PROVIDERS IN THE TEST

Hannes Rügheimer,
connect author

As in the previous year, the best 
result of our comparison of 
 discount  mobile offers is the 
 very high overall performance 
level of the entire test field. Since 
we defined the evaluation para-
meters in advance, all providers 
included in the test except 
 Lycamobile can be pleased with 
receiving the grade “very good“. 
The additional analysis of calls 
with VoLTE or HD voice quality 
included in our methodology 
this year does not change this.

Nevertheless, there are of 
course gradations within the 
 very good offers. The overall 
winner is Aldi Talk, which still 
scored in the midfield last year. 
In second and third place – as 
last time – are the offers from 
Mobilcom-Debitel/Freenet and 
their discount derivative Klar-
mobil, which are making use of 
the Deutsche Telekom network. 
The Telekom-owned discount 
subsi diary and last year‘s winner 
Congstar is still a strong  con - 
tender, and Netzclub in  the  
Telefónica network as well as 
the Vodafone-based offerings 
from Klarmobil, Mobilcom- 
Debitel/Freenet, 1&1 and Otelo 
can also be found in the top 
ranks. If several network alter-
natives are available, the local 
coverage should be the de-
ciding factor.

Conclusion

We have further developed our rating of mobile discounters – based on the  
sophisticated crowdsourcing methodology of our test partner umlaut.

 For the evaluation of discount mobile 
 providers (“MVNOs“ - Mobile Virtual Network 
Operators), our mobile network testing partner 
umlaut. part of Accenture, analyzed crowd-
sourced data collected between March 21st 
(calendar week 12) and August 29th, 2022 
(week 35). To obtain the data for its analyses, 
thousands of popular apps collect parameters 
in the background during smartphone use, 
such as the mobile technology of the connec-
tion, the data rates of downloads and the tech-
nology used for voice connections – provided 
the user has pre viously consented to this ano-
nymous data collection. Measured values 
such as data throughputs are aggregated in a 
15-minute interval and regularly transmitted to 
the umlaut servers. The reports are only a few 
bytes in size, so that they have virtually no im-
pact on the users‘ data volume. Samples that 
were captured via Wi-Fi or when flight mode 
was active, for example, are filtered out before 
further analysis. To determine the quality of 
broadband coverage, we look at several 
 parameters: The analysis is based on Eva-
luation Areas (EAs) – tiles of two by two kilo-
meters. An EA is considered valid if there are 
at least two sub-tiles with an edge length  
of 500 meters in it with at least two users, 
each of which has supplied at least 20  
samples. This must be true for all network 
operators (MNOs).  
For the quality of broadband coverage, we de-
termine in which EAs 4G/5G samples are 
available for a network operator and in which 
tiles all providers are represented (“common 
footprint“). The KPI indicates the proportion of 
4G/5G samples in relation to the average of all 
valid EAs. The coverage reach analyzes the 

size of the 4G/5G footprint: Here, the network 
used (Telekom, Vodafone, O2) receives three 
points for 4G/5G coverage, three points for 
4G/5G coverage or one point for 3G. The sum 
of the points per network operator is divided 
by the possible number of points of all EAs in 
the “common footprint“. The time on broad-
band is not determined per underlying mobile 
network, but seperately for each MVNO. It tells 
how often an individual user had 4G/5G re-
ception in the period under consideration. To 
do this, umlaut puts the samples that show 
4G/5G coverage in relation to the total number 
of all samples. Important: These percentages 
reflect the fulfillment ratio of our coverage KPIs 
– not the percentage of 4G/5G mobile co-
verage of area or population. 
In order to take into account that many mobile 
tariffs – especially discount offers – limit the 
usable speed, umlaut has defined three appli-
cation-related speed classes for evaluating 
data rates: For basic Internet, a minimum  
of 2 Mbps must be achieved, for HD video  
5 Mbps and for UHD video 20 Mbps. For  
a sample to be valid, a minimum amount of 
data must have flowed in a 15-minute period. 
Similarly, the latency of the data packets is 
 assigned to application-specific classes: 
Roundtrip times up to 100 ms are sufficient  
for OTT voice services, less than 50 ms qualify 
a sample for gaming.  
The parameter Voice calls in HD quality indi-
cates what proportion of the voice calls made 
by the user were transported via VoLTE  
(Voice over LTE), VoNR (Voice over 5G New 
Radio) and VoWiFi (Voice over WiFi). An  
assessment is only made if the smartphone 
used supports the respective standard.

MethodologyOrtel Mobile Telefónica also has its own discount brand primarily for international calls.  
With the services offered, this offer scores “very good“.

 Offers such as Lebara or Lycamobile 
show that there is a high demand for  
low-cost international, cross-border 
telephone communication. This is why  
Telefónica also serves this segment with 
its own brand „Ortel“. Some of the avail-
able rates include additional minute 
 packages for international calls to up to  
70 countries. And data connections are  
of course also part of the portfolio on offer. 

The maximum LTE data rate is the usual 
25 Mbps. It is possible to top up the credit 
account via Paypal or WhatsApp, among 
other methods.

The crowdsourcing performed by um-
laut also certifies that this Telefónica offer 
has a very good broadband coverage  
and achieves  overall decent results for 
download data rates and latencies. Unlike  
Lebara and Lycamobile, the share of  

observed calls in HD voice quality is quite 
high – which proves to us that an above-
average number of phone connections 
 abroad needs not be an obstacle to using 
VoLTE. Therefore, this offer is a good 
choice for the described target group.

 verdict:  very good (885 points)
In the Telefónica network

Otelo The Duesseldorf-based discount brand benefits from the good LTE footprint of the Vodafone 
network and ranks in the very good midfield in our crowdsourcing analyses.

  With its in-house discount brand Otelo, 
Vodafone is targeting particularly price-
sensitive customers – after all, there are 
already prepaid rates available under the 
parent company‘s brand, which are 
 named „Callya“. The main difference 
 between the offers is the maximum data 
rates: For Otelo, they are 21.6 Mbps for 
prepaid offers, 50 Mbps for postpaid  
(i.e. contract rates), and 100 Mbps for  

an additional charge. In contrast, Callya 
allows up to 500 Mbps and even offers ac-
cess to 5G as an option – although this is 
not yet available from Otelo.

In umlaut‘s analyses, however, the Otelo 
discount offer scores quite respectable – 
in our ranking, it is in the immediate vicinity 
of the offers from 1&1 and Lidl Connect, 
which are also provided in the Vodafone 
network. Broadband coverage, data rates, 

and latencies do not give any reason for 
complaint; only the share of calls with  
VoLTE could be a bit higher. Overall,  
however, Vodafone‘s own offer is abso-
lutely competitive in its segment.

 verdict:  very good (912 points)
In the Vodafone network

Tchibo The well-known coffee roaster uses its broad sales structure to market mobile discount 
 offers. The quality of services offered is impressive.

 The offer already has a long tradition:  
together with Telefónica, the coffee roaster 
was the first discount mobile provider in 
Germany – a corresponding joint venture 
between the two brands was launched 
back in 2004. In the meantime, its range of 
offers is one of the established discount 
products in Germany, but its content is 
constantly being developed further.  
One innovative feature, for example, is  

the “advantage packages“ that prepaid 
customers cn pay for twelve times four 
weeks in advance at a discount. The maxi-
mum available LTE data rate is the usual  
25 Mbps. 5G is not yet supported, but 
voice and SMS flat rates are of course  
included.

The analyses performed by umlaut 
place the Tchibo mobile service im-
plemented in the Telefónica network in  

the very good midfield. Similar to Blau or 
the Mobilcom-Debitel (or Freenet) offer in 
the Telefónica network, broadband co-
verage, download data rates, and laten-
cies are absolutely okay, and the share of 
calls in HD voice quality is on a par with the 
competition.

 verdict:  very good (909 points)
In the Telefónica network


